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Extremely timely paper!

Christine Lagarde (20 September 2022, Frankfurt):

“Inflation is being caused by a series of unprecedented shocks [. . .].
And our policy response will need to account for the special
combination of shocks that we are facing in the Euro area.”
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Extremely timely paper!

Current situation:
I record-high inflation, unequally distributed over goods from

different sectors
I low-income households seem particularly hit

This paper: a HANK model with
I heterogeneous sectors
I heterogeneous households (by wealth)
I non-homothetic preferences (consumption baskets vary with

wealth)

⇒ allows for. . .
. . . sector-specific inflation and propagation
. . . and heterogeneous impact on households across the

wealth distribution
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Sectoral supply shocks

“The first shock was the pandemic. Pandemic-related supply
bottlenecks and rising prices have reinforced each other, with firms
reacting to the threat of shortages by ordering more and earlier.”

“The second shock has been Russia’s unjustifiable invasion of
Ukraine. [. . .] the invasion has hugely aggravated the supply squeeze
and sent energy prices to extraordinary levels.”

Model can capture this:

I multiple sectors (each with their own supply shock)

I extensions (implemented?): input-output structure between
sectors
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Sectoral supply shocks

Results: Which sector is hit by a shock matters for . . .

(1) aggregate inflation and output gap

(2) who bears the cost of the shock
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Fiscal policy
“The fiscal and monetary policy response to the pandemic has
succeeded in protecting nominal incomes, thereby supporting a fast
recovery of demand when our economies reopened.”

“It will make a difference whether fiscal policy focuses mainly on
public consumption and transfers [. . .] or on public investment and
debt sustainability.”

Model currently cannot capture this:

I fiscal policy currently passive: “eliminates steady-state markups
using subsidies, financed by lump-sum taxes on firms.”

I important in general: effects of monetary policy depend on fiscal
policy in HANK!

I important in this episode in particular:
I large fiscal stimulus packages during pandemic,
I (targeted) subsidies to households to deal with energy prices,
I etc.
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Final (ultimate?) question

Christine Lagarde (20 September 2022, Frankfurt):

“Inflation is being caused by a series of unprecedented shocks [. . .].
And our policy response will need to account for the special
combination of shocks that we are facing in the Euro area.”

I How?

I What is the optimal monetary policy as a function of the type of
shock we are facing?
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Summary

I extremely timely paper!

I can capture a lot of crucial features of current situation

I extensions:
I role of fiscal policy
I optimal policy as function of type of shock?

Thank you very much!
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